
Josué Amador -  Sound, Listening, and Resonance in the context of transdisciplinary research 
and education (RASL)
Listening is an embodied and situated practice that requires reorienting our relationship with our ears 
and thoughts. This involves transforming our ways of sensing the world, being in the world and making 
the world. To be-in-listening requires the ability to approach auditory perception as a performative 
process involving time, space, memory, and the self.
This presentation introduces listening as a creative practice of knowledge construction and o� ers an 
overview of its possibilities within artistic and scientific transdisciplinary compositions and its relation to 
RASL education.

Sonia de Jager & Martina Raponi - Collaborative Practices and Ways of “Listening”
Sonia de Jager and Martina Raponi will present examples from their ongoing collaborations that span 
from experimental reading and listening groups to festivals, from performative lectures to workshops 
and educational programs (Regenerative Feedback, noiserr, NRU, Honours Programme). Their open 
conversation will be a commentary about transdisciplinarity, collaborative practices, research, and ways 
of “listening” and adjusting to di� erent contexts of thinking and making.

Danae Tapia - Autopoiesis and Contemporary Automated Art
This project is a philosophical and technical examination of a comparative nature that will establish 
parallels between  theory of autopoiesis was developed by Chilean biologists Humberto Maturana and 
Francisco Varela in the early seventies. The core question of their research was Which type of system is 
a living organism? This was a matter that had no answer in their field at the moment, so their premises 
meant a major advance in theoretical biology but also gained relevance in cybernetics (Sta� ord Beer), in 
social systems theory (Niklas Luhmann), and in philosophy (Félix Guattari). 
In this research, I ascribe to a hypothesis in which digital automated art emerges as an instance of 
technological autonomy that provides computational evidence to identify the circulation of energies that 
Varela and Maturana depict. My objects of study will be automated devices of digital art developed in 
the early 21st century with characteristics comparable to those of the autopoietic organism. Specifically, 
I will look into bots and the global bot community, into works that establish an automated dialogue 
between nature and sound, and into creative experiences using artificial intelligence. In addition, an 
artistic research component of this project will be the programming of bots of my own using grammar-
generative coding.

Seecum Cheung - Sharing Life; the Possibilities and Limits of Testimony Within Creative Practice
‘Sharing life’, or ‘the di� iculty of working through conflict’, is what Jeremy Bendik-Keymer proposes as 
the fundamentals to life as social praxis, and, as democracy in the making. Sharing, ‘having a portion 
of (something) with another or others,’ includes the proportional sharing of experiences, knowledge, 
cultures and histories.
It is in this act of giving and receiving that we begin to understand the mutual (co)dependencies that 
we might have in relation to one another but what if the practice of listening fails? This research project 
proposes relationships as the site for investigating our mutual interdependencies. 
The complexities of listening, of being heard, and of understanding bias – our own, and others, which in turn 
a� ects our ability to listen and receive the experience and knowledge that others might have to share.

Making (in) the Unforeseen Research Festival,
Programme Thursday 26 January, 2023
Research Station, Willem de Kooning Academy

Mediated Listenings (10.00 – 11.45) 
What are the social, political, technological, and cultural impact of sound, 
listening and being heard?
Moderator: Senka Milutinović
#automatedart  #technologicalautonomy #complexitiesoflistening 
#auditoryperception #testimony #memory #collaborativepractices
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ginger coons - Systems Thinking for Art and Design Students
This talk presents methodological insights from a three-year pilot project. The project addressed the 
role of systems thinking and systems design in art and design education, using a view of systems that is 
informed by Gregory Bateson and other proponents of a cybernetic, systems-based understanding of the 
world. Bateson (1978) notably argues that “a ‘thing’” is impossible to study, as what is invariably at issue 
is not the thing itself, but the “infinite regress of relationships” (p. 249) that allows the existence of the 
thing and structure its interactions with the world. The “infinite regress of relationships” is something that 
is also tackled, to an extent, by work on so-called “wicked problems.” While wicked problems may indeed 
be a starting point for complexified art and design education, recent changes in the nature of specifically 
design work – like the increased importance of interactivity – expand the scope of practitioners to such an 
extent that the wicked problem itself is no longer a su� icient framing. 
This talk details the outcomes of the pilot project and some thoughts on implementation of systems-
oriented work in education at WdKA as a starting point for addressing the need for tools to deal with 
increased complexity.

Lídia Pereira - A Preliminary Approach to Videogames as Tactical Rituals
This presentation will look closely at Lídia Pereira’s research concerning the relationship between 
videogames and rituals as part of her “Storming the Gamergate” project. Proposing a working definition of 
ritual, the presentation will probe the latter’s commonalities with videogames, allowing Lídia to introduce 
rituals as a theoretical and practical framework through which she aims to investigate her main research 
question: How can video games be used as feminist tactical rituals to expose the root of exclusions (based 
on sex, gender, class, race, ability, etc.) pervasive to gaming communities?

Sami Hammana - Phenomenal Portals
Whether it is through linguistic metaphors, or through escaping the elucidating qualities of light all 
together, large scale systems (such as speculative finance) benefit largely from hiding in the dark corners 
of perception. Making themselves imperceptible allows for escaping political, ecological, economical, and 
social responsibilities, and in turn, allows for a smoother process of capital accumulation, with violent 
ramifications as a result. Is this simply the case? Or can perceptual insight be attained through refusing 
their imposed darkness? The aim of this project can also be described as wanting to demystify the 
inner workings of large-scale systems through aesthetic elucidation. Within this project I aim to propose 
concepts that could conjure Phenomenal Portals – a conceptual figure that allows for speculating on, and 
imaging, the things that are (made) imperceptible.

Rooted Matter(s) (14.30 – 15.45 )
What are the connections and displacements between the individual and social bodies?
Moderator: Sharmyn Cruz Rivera
#immunesystems  #toxicity  #reciprocity  #colonialstructures #systemsofpower 
#extraction #soil #geneediting #intervention

Kari Robertson - Contagion, Soil and the Social Body; On Immunity and Collective Memory
This research project explores the immune system as a way to understand relationships between the 
individual and social body and the wider environments we inhabit and co-constitute. It postulates that 
thinking through our immune systems; as vulnerable, contingent, and interdependent, can undermine 
many of the binaries (e.g of self/other, clean/unclean, inside/outside) constructed under modernity. 
Thinking through the complexities of immunity generates a problem of categories and subsequently more 
nuanced understandings of the entangled relations between people and the world around us.
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Systems and their politics (13.00 – 14.00) 
A philosophical, artistic and educational look on social, geo-political, and design systems.
Moderator: Vivian Sky Rehberg
#videogames  #exclusion  #limitsofperception #largescalesystems  #systemsdesign 
#systems-orientedwork  #technology  #transparency 



Michelle Kasprzak (WdKA) & Camila Iglesias y Duro (Amsterdam UMC) - Introducing PRESAGE
What is the position of Dutch society on the subject of adjusting the DNA of embryos? So-called human 
germline gene editing (HGGE) can potentially prevent genetic diseases, but it also calls into question what 
it means to be human. With PRESAGE, a consortium led by Erasmus MC is taking the next step towards 
aligning the decisions we make about HGGE technology with what we value and consider important as a 
society. To engage and connect all people with the topic, we employ art and journalism, and explore how 
we can give everyone a voice in decision-making about HGGE. In this presentation, Michelle Kasprzak 
(Post-doc with PRESAGE, WdKA) and Camila Iglesias Y Duro (PhD with PRESAGE, Amsterdam UMC) will 
introduce the project and its wider aims and objectives.

Skye Maule-O’Brien & Mirjam Linschooten - Tongueless Whispers of the Wind 
 This project looks at the wind and wind technology, and the Dutch colonial footprint in Barbados and 
other Caribbean islands that are still considered part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. The Dutch 
played an extensive role in shaping colonial rule, trade, labour, and the plantation economies through 
wind technology. At one time Barbados had more than 500 windmills, more than any other country 
besides the Netherlands. The skeletal remains of these windmills are part of the visual landscape of 
island, reminding us of something that is supposed to be long over and done with, but which lingers 
unresolved. We question, what does this history tell us about how we are connected across time and 
geographical space today? We explore how past colonial structures and the systems of power that built 
them continue to haunt the present, such as through new forms of ‘clean energy’. We attempt to foster a 
decolonial remembering and challenge the way colonial histories are forgotten in the Netherlands, while 
making intangible linkages of this history visible through artistic research creation. The hope is to to o� er 
relational perspectives and conversations on how living at the edges of the Atlantic, with its high winds 
and churning storms, connect each of us.

Teaching for the Present and Future (10.15 – 12.00) 
Conversations on developing new strategies for research and making in arts and design education.
Moderator: Florian Cramer
#subjectivexperience  #accessibilityofknowledge #doingresearch #inclusivity 
#educationalsystems #culturalentrepreneurshipeducation  #makingasresearch

Harma Staal & Jojanneke Gijsen - Circle of Doing Research
In this presentation we will introduce the Circle of Doing Research, a model on doing research developed 
by the Research station. The Circle is designed as a framework to show the multi-faceted aspects of 
Art and Design research and is a starting point of a new learning trajectory for doing research within 
the bachelor’s program of the Willem de Kooning Academy. It shows three actions that provide insights: 
Research by Making, Participatory Research and Research of Context. These actions become valuable 
research when these insights are documented, reflected, and made public. The set of actions have 
no hierarchy or order, it is the student who develops their own research process, depending on their 
embodied knowledge, skillset, and background. The circle is a tool to use in a constant dialogue with the 
students about the value of the di� erent actions in their research.

Nanna van Heest - Colour Stories
For decades, artists and designers searched for ways to organise colours. To understand colour, they 
often used  diagrams and charts each with its own systematic categorisation. Quantitative properties were 
assigned, cold and warm colours were named, or a distinction was made between primary and secondary 
colour types. But are these diagrams and schematics - which establish an “objective” knowledge of colour 
- also capable of enhancing the subjective experience of colour? By designing tools like Probes and 
Conversation Pieces and conducting collaborative experiments with participants a process is initiated in 
which colour exploration, active observation, dialogue and analysing sources are leading. Through this 
method, personal colour experiences are revealed and noted. Revealing these subjective experiences is an 
interactive, relational process, in which the researcher and the participant both contribute to the narrative 
of colour; a colour story.
This research shows how these Colour Stories can be an alternative way of mapping the world of colours. 
By questioning theoretical paradigms, ontological assumptions and constructs and prioritising the 
subjective experience.
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Catherine Somzé - Precarity in the Arts and Culture Field
Precarity in the arts and culture field is a pressing problem due to job insecurity, low pay and mental health 
issues that specially hit women and young people. In response, over the past decade, Dutch Universities of 
Applied Sciences have increasingly introduced cultural entrepreneurship support programs and facilities 
to help students better prepare for their study-work transition. Yet, survey after survey, arts alumni in the 
Netherlands — most of whom are women — keep on voicing their discontent with the way their education 
prepared them for the labor market. When assessed for impact, embedded cultural entrepreneurship 
education in the Netherlands, Germany and the UK has been shown to be in a poor state, and the 
entrepreneurship discourse underpinning that education is plagued by biases of gender and ‘race’. In other 
words, there is an urgent need for the development of inclusive cultural entrepreneurship education that 
takes into account the needs and experiences of minoritized groups.

Catelijne van Middelkoop - Reinstating Making
The cross-cutting aspects of design education on a MBO, HBO and WO level are the focus of the research 
of Catelijne van Middelkoop who besides her involvement the Commercial Practices at WdKA, also works 
as a Practor (Research Professor) ‘Meaningful Creativity’ at SintLucas, and as a Design Fellow (and former 
Full Professor of Practice) at TU Delft/IDE. 
Based on a historical analysis of Dutch design education and its status-quo, her main research aims at 
developing a framework for developing knowledge by (reflecting on) making on three di� erent educational 
levels (MBO, HBO, WO). By reinstating the practice of making as the core of art and design education we 
can, at least, try to give form to our future, instead of passively watching it take shape out of our influence.

Ivo Vrouwe - POInT. (Practice-Oriented Information Transfer)
Ivo Vrouwe works as a lecturer and researcher at multiple universities in Belgium and the Netherlands. 
At WdKA, he is responsible for material and construction courses of the Spatial Design programme. In his 
research, Ivo is interested in the design of learning tools and strategies that support knowledge formation 
for, on, and through design, craft, and making. In this session, a tool called POInT. (Practice-Oriented 
Information Transfer) is introduced. In the first stages of this tool, implicit knowledge as formed in craft 
and maker practices is articulated and structured into so-called information products. In the subsequent 
steps, knowledge products are developed that increase the accessibility and shareability of knowledge. 
These knowledge products support the wider application of results and enhance the accessibility of 
insights that have been acquired for research and future practices.

Making and Publishing (13.00 – 14.15) 
What can it mean to make public with a focus on inclusivity, accessibility, (visual) language, and narrative? 
Moderator: Miriam Rasch
#decolonialeducation  #visualliteracy #thebodypublic  #zines  #futurethinking 
#visualcommunication #fosteringanaudience

Michelle Kasprzak - Zines as Academic Platform
How to communicate academic research to a broad audience? Academics are expected to publish 
primarily in peer-reviewed journals and anthologies, but these often exist behind paywalls and require 
academic credentials to access. Opening up research to a wider audience is possible by using more 
accessible formats and platforms. For this research and making project, I examined ways that academic 
writing can be reinvigorated by the time-tested format of the zine. This presentation will mention a few 
innovative projects which employed zines in academic publishing or conferences, and a preview of the 
zines developed during my time as Research Lecturer, Commercial Practices.

Clara Balaguer - Word Made Flesh (The Body Public) 
Experiments on fleshy forms of writing 
A rumination on making public, constructed as a body with organs
By actively dissecting the published body into five parts—face (cover), circulation, spine, guts, and feet—
the co-author attempts to understand how each limb/organ/system functions in relation to and in isolation 
from the whole. This rumination will be woven with personal interludes around the coauthor’s state of mind 
(and other activities) as a recent migrant from a tropical periphery to a center of colonial capital. Personal 
experience is indivisible from the body public, as mind and body are not isolated from each other. They are 
entangled by experience into something describable as flesh. 
Flesh, according to Maurice Merleau-Ponty, is a state of material perception that occurs when the mind 
and the body are unified through the realm of experience. Using metaphors and methodology associated 
with the human body, this work explores how research can be constructed, reproduced, circulated, and co-
digested—or made public—beyond the structures of linear text or unvoiced narration.
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Ryan Pescatore Frisk - Futures and Presence
Ryan Pescatore Frisk draws on decades of experience producing experimental design outcomes for 
commerce and culture, leading a professional practice, and as a cultural Anthropologist, developing 
research methodologies that incorporate human-centered approaches at the intersection of critical 
thought, creative production, and contemporary visual, media and material culture. For students, and 
makers in general, creative output is positioned as the development of literal “tools” that are required to 
contest current realities or develop possible futures.

Within the Futures and Presence lens, we share strategies for developing foresight capabilities and 
futures-oriented storytelling, tools which are rapidly becoming essential for practitioners of art and design. 
As creative professionals, developing and interpreting convincing scenarios for the near future which 
communicate clearly is a central concern. As a society, we face crises on several fronts, and we require 
creative thinkers to contribute to global collaborative problem-solving. The Futures & Presence lens 
o� ers a space to develop skills to observe, reflect, and imagine new visions and systems to lead new ways 
forward, laying the groundwork for how new futures, new markets, and future practices might unfold.

Rachel Sender, Carmen José, Masha Krasnova-Shabaeva - Decolonising Illustration
Since February 2021 Masha, Rachel and at a later stage in April, Carmen, have been researching the 
contemporary definition of illustration and the links to the contemporary approaches of decolonization and 
inclusivity to rethink the department’s curriculum. Currently, they are working on a website as the result of 
the ongoing research that they are aiming to have ready to launch at the beginning of 2023. 

Grasping Methods (14.45 – 15.45)
Designing methods, interventions, and principles for applying in the arts and design practice.
Moderator: Miriam Rasch
#theartofbeginning  #nexusofartandpedagogy  #blindspotsindesign  #socialchange 
#artisticinterventions #principlesofchange

Lonneke Mertens - Art with a Mission
In her master research “Art with a Mission,” artful interventionist Lonneke Mertens investigates how 
activist artists create social change. How do they use form and space when designing an intervention? 
And how do they turn passive groups into active participants? Specific attention is given to the ethical 
consequences and the vulnerability of people that are a� ected by an intervention.
Lonneke takes you on a journey through artistic interventions and gets you acquainted with the 10 design 
principles for change. She is owner of Concrete Strategy and Advisory and teaches Strategy at WdKA 
Advertising & Beyond.

Djie Han Thung - D.E.A.T.H. to do good  (Devil’s Ethics and Antagonism Towards Humanity to do good) 
As we are all focused on doing good with our designs we may be creating a blind spot for undesired 
and unwanted e� ects. My proposal is to design a design method that uses the diametrical opposite 
perspective and morality of the ones we aspire to uncover the unforeseen, hidden negative e� ects of a 
design. Djie Han Thung is a lecturer and researcher at the AUAS in Amsterdam, designer and filmmaker 
and student Master Design at the Piet Zwart Institute.

Sjoerd Westbroek - How to Begin?
What does it mean to begin something as an artist, to embark on a new project? How does a beginning 
materialise your beliefs, intentions, hopes for the future, as well as your indebtedness to what is there and 
what has happened before? What rituals do you design to prepare beginning? As an educator, to what 
extent can each class be seen as a new beginning, in a sense that the outcome can never be predicted? 
And how do you support others in beginning? 

These are some of the questions that guide me while exploring the practices at WdKA and PZI that I 
am involved in. Working for the Teacher Training Programme and the Master Education in Arts, I am 
interested in the question if there are specific pedagogical practices that prepare working artistically. The 
complexity of beginning serves as a focal point that allows me to map how a nexus of art and pedagogy 
could materialise. An understanding of beginning as something that needs a preparation already shows 
its paradoxical nature, as beginning is also continuing what is already there. My work on the topic involves 
study and writing, and, since this academic year, developing a more practical approach, collecting stories, 
and making exercises around pedagogy and art as beginning.
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Michelle Teran - The Promiscuous Care Study Group  
The Promiscuous Care Study Group emerged from the need to build up learning communities where we 
might recognize the abundance of working together in di� erence. Community care involves building 
relationships based on trust, understanding, and shared commitments while holding contradictory 
thoughts and feelings simultaneously. The study group operates as an interruption of institutional 
pacing and alienation. It is a space held for slowness, for nourishment, grief, uncertainty, for 
attentiveness to bodies, relations and needs. Against the dominant Dutch consensus model the study 
group o� ers a moment where we invite di� erentiations of understanding to co-exist, and where 
consensus is not sought or desired.  

We hold space for diverse topics, touching on thematics ranging from institutional change to Barzakhian 
Emergence. Shared thematics manifest in reproductive labours; of cooking, gardening, stitching, and 
weaving. Undervalued or under-represented histories and counter-histories are dug, dredged, reclaimed, 
and examined with care. The precarious, invisible, and the peripheral are explored through witnessing 
bodies, intimate pedagogies, and testimonial forms.   

In the study group we ask: How can we reclaim the word ‘promiscuous’ as an opportunity to transgress 
and to build networks of support and care within uncaring systems?
What are the pedagogies of care as learning, deep listening, and tending to? How is care practiced? What 
are the nuances of care? What are the limits to care? What happens when we do not care? 

reinaart vanhoe - Ruangrupa Collaboration
During my appointment as a research lecturer, I use the opportunity of my close on-site collaboration with 
ruangrupa, at the forthcoming documenta fifteen to develop an embedded artistic research project and 
contribute its insights and outcomes to WdKA’s curriculum development. Documenta, a contemporary art 
exhibition highlighting the art of today and taking place every 5 years in Kassel, Germany, is being used 
by the ruangrupa, a collective founded in 2000 in Jakarta, Indonesia who’s work is based on a holistic 
social, spatial, and personal practice strongly connected to Indonesian culture, as a tool for manifesting 
other ways of organizing and making art with a focus beyond the 100 days of documenta fifteen. The art-
practices programmed by ruangrupa can be understood as complex and ambiguous where art is part of, 
and not at the center of attention. Where it is not su� icient to be merely critical, in opposition to something 
or being “alternative”. Contemporary (collaborative) art practice lack in my opinion examples told from the 
perspective of ruangrupa and like-minded practices. Giving insight in these examples is needed to allow 
oneself to embrace one’s own doubts, to develop trust and to nurture one’s own vocabulary, all which is 
often not taught in art academies.

Simon Kentgens & The Student Initiatives Archive
The Cosy Research Station has been initiated as a kind of add-on to the Research Station. It is a flexible, 
multi-usable set of attributes intended to alter and adapt the conditions of coming together in a space. A 
place to hang out, talk, have a drink or a snack, and be together. 
The Cosy Research Station is available to use by anyone, and has become a regular site of meeting and 
learning for several research groups and people, including the weekly Autonomy Lab gathering. It is a 
“para-site”, a space within and beside the institution, neither against it nor entirely defined by it. How 
do we shape the conditions of being together, doing research collectively, within an institution? Which 
resources do we need and share? How can we create “para-sites” for collective learning?

Aymeric Mansoux – THIS IS FINE. talk
Aymeric Mansoux will talk about the motivations and research behind the newly initiated get-together 
THIS IS FINE., which will launch later in the afternoon.

Para-institutional Ways of Being #1 (10.15 – 12.00)
How do we shape the conditions for fostering collectivity, collaboration, and care within an institution? 
Moderator: Simon Kentgens & Student Initiatives Archive
#learningcommunities  #communitycare #reproductivelabours  #embeddedartisticresearch 
#contemporarycollaborativeartpractices #studentinitiatives
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Sumia Jaama - Cycles of Return; Poetics as a Methodology for Imagination and Fugitivity
How does the body nurture and protect when moving through fugitivity as a permanent state?
This research speaks to rituals of departure, looking further into the di� erent ways the body can be 
nurtured and protected in the pursuit of ‘imagining otherwise’. ‘Fugitivity’ and ‘Waywardness’ as Fred 
Moten and Sadiya Hartman have described and what it means to self-organise in a collective social body 
and understand fugitivity as a permanent state. 
This research project centers poetics as a way of thinking critically about  dreaming and making as a 
creative practice by ‘harnessing fugitivity as a creative empowering strategy’. Poetics as a way of seeing 
and moving, constantly in relation with diasporic writers across the Black Atlantic. 
“To be marooned, a fugitive in flight, is not always a bad thing. It can only mean, at the best of times, that 
one is pursuing love.” – Joy James.

Weronika Zielińska-Klein -Matricentric feminism, critical self-organization, and autonomy
Matricentric feminism, critical self-organization, and autonomy is an artistic research project through which 
I connect the historical and current examples of mother-artists initiatives (collectives and networks) as a 
practical response to institutions and systems that have a long history of disabling or unwelcoming the 
work of mother-artists i.e. artists residency programs, museums, art schools etc. With this research, I bridge 
the gap between the post-colonial, feminist, and intersectional curriculum, WdKA claims to be building since 
a few years now, with the motherhood studies — discourse still nonexistent in the institution. 

Vivian Sky Rehberg, Renée Turner - Transdisciplinary Tuning, Erasmus+
The Rotterdam Arts and Sciences Lab (RASL) is a consortium between Codarts, Erasmus University 
and the Willem de Kooning Academy. Bringing the Arts and Sciences together, transdisciplinarity 
is core to RASL’s endeavours. Through conversation, this session explores the challenges of 
transdisciplinary education and highlights experiences from the RASL Transdisciplinary Summer 
School and outcomes of an Erasmus+ research project. Transdisciplinary education is not built 
for e� iciency or speed. Requiring collaboration, it is a cumbersome a� air, if not at times unwieldy. 
Rather than a hindrance, these qualities can be embraced and understood as a means of 
engaging with complexity.

Para-institutional Ways of Being #2 (13.00 – 13.45) 
Embodiment, Fugitivity and the institution.
Moderator: Simon Kentgens & Student Initiatives Archive
#ritualsofdeparture  #socialbodies #poetics #dreaming  #self-organisation
 #motherhoodstudies #mother-artistinitiatives

Para-institutional Ways of Being #3 (14.00 – 14.45)
Conversation on the challenges of transdisciplinary education.
Moderator: Simon Kentgens & Student Initiatives Archive
#erasmus+project  #collaborationineducation #engagingwithcomplexity
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Bram van Waardenburg (Beam Contrechoc) - Energy Field: Living Station
Nowadays, nearly all materials and products require energy. Energy consumption and projection cause a 
societal crisis and global climate change. I do educational research on introducing the energy theme to 
WdKA students, using lessons with several ways of generating energy. Some devices, like hand cranks 
and solar cells, lay within the possibilities of the school—some things, like making batteries are not. For 
our conceptual and making-orientated WDKA students, the demonstrations should be as hands-on as 
possible, avoiding mathematics and most calculations. Small solar cells, wind devices and hand cranks can 
power LEDs and small electronic circuits. Students learn how much energy they can produce themselves. 
Our simple setups are easy to incorporate into other educational school projects of students. On display 
are several items used in the hands-on, experiential lessons.

Derrick Crichlow - I Wish I Spoke Papiamentu but I don’t
To navigate means to find your way within an environment which is either vaguely familiar, or not familiar 
at all. Navigational narratives can be utilized to make way finding more apprehensible, but what can we 
see as a navigational narrative? “I wish I spoke Papiamentu, but I don’t” is a spatial installation delving into 
the search of finding connectivity with Curaçao from the Netherlands. Longing for a sense of connection 
to the island you come from but being left with feeling of in-betweenness instead. The installation shows 
spaces and places in the Netherlands which connect four Curaçaoans to their island, discovered through 
walks in their city of residence. The navigational narratives present in these walks appropriate the space, 
romanticizing what is already there. Imagining the space as something else, using memories and stories, 
helps them to feel related to their island. Creating a hybrid of fiction and reality proposes a re-imagined 
Curaçao, from the perspective of distant Yu Di Korsou (children of Curaçao).

Ilse Kremer - Fabulous Fungi
The use of synthetic textile is one of the major problems in the fashion industry. The main problem here is 
the enormous amount of harmful chemicals involved. Many of these chemicals can cause serious health 
problems. Residues of the dye — chemicals end up in wastewater from factories and then end up in rivers 
— which causes water pollution. In addition, the dyeing process also consumes a lot of water and energy. 
Fabulous Fungi investigates a solution to these problems by using fungi for the sustainable textile dye. 
Fungi use biochemical processes to produce pigments, making the impact di� erent from fossil-based 
heat and extraction processes. This appears to provide a large reduction of CO2 emissions on a lab scale. 
In addition, no harmful chemicals are used in this process and therefore much less water. The fungal 
pigments that form the basis of the textile dye are biodegradable. This means: If remnants of the dye 
bath end up in the sewer and/or rivers, there will be no pollution of the water. In addition, the use of these 
fungi is 100% safe for both the person working with the dye and the person ultimately wearing the dyed 
garment. So, there are no health problems involved. Fungal dye will have many benefits over synthetic 
textile dye and other alternatives. Besides, it is even suitable for industrial use. 

Isa Defesche - giftige waarheid
giftige waarheid is a mix of di� erent types of research. Switching between field research, desk research, 
going through archives, interviewing, and observing. The book is an outcome of an 11 months-long 
investigation into the pollution around Tata Steel. In the early state of her research Isa Defesche (1996) 
visited the Tata Steel site and the surrounding area often to collect the emissions and turned this into 
ink. While walking around there, she got to know the victims of the pollution and their di� erent ways of 
collecting data about the pollution. This resulted in a book with 4012 pieces of data collected by Citizen 
Sensing. Within the design Defesche plays with the amount of data that on the one hand should be 
usable for future research and on the other hand should objectify the problem. Data generated by citizens  
linked to the controversial file with more than 10,000 unusual occurrences that was made public by the 
government last year. By making these cross references Defesche got the attention of criminal lawyer 
Bénédicte Ficq who now wants to pass on her research to the public prosecutor for their research.

Kas Houthuijs - Wall of Biomaterials
Biomaterials are crucial to a sustainable future of design, fabrication and production. But what are these 
new materials, and how to work with them? We work with nature in the Living Station Lab to build a new 
future. Artists and designers want to see, touch and smell these biomaterials to understand them. This 
project is a wall of a wide variety of biomaterial samples where everybody interested can interact with the 
samples to see for themselves. Then, if you like the material, look at the back to read what it is and what 
the properties are and with a QR-code to the recipe on the Living Station Lab website, make it yourself! 
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Linn Alleman - A Closer Look 
For centuries, folk clothing has allowed people to freely express themselves. Individuals creating 
distinguishable garments have helped cultures shape their own identity. In a way, they define the owner 
and tell their story. But for all the di� erences, these garments do share some similarities as well. Through 
specific shapes and functionalities used in the clothing, a sense of connection can be discovered between 
di� erent cultures and people. 
For linn’s graduation collection, she decided to focus on the similarities between Dutch and Indonesian 
folkloric clothing. Being partly Dutch and partly Indonesian made her always fly “in-between” these 
di� erent heritages. Finding the similarities in the folkloric garments showed her a direct connection that 
she has never seen or felt before. The collection is a modern approach on folkloric clothing which allowed 
linn to find unity in the “in-between.” They form a visual synonym to display this connection between 
di� erent cultures, but also allows you to express it at the same time.

Paulina Martina - New Skins
Paulina wanted to explore various artistic forms that could alter the idea of skin. She played with 
photography, styling, textures and colour, to create abstract and alternative interpretations of skins.The 
research started with a series of images from three di� erent perspectives:
 - Variations of “normal” skin conditions
 - Translations of these conditions into self-crafted materials
 - Manipulations of skins to alter their perception.

Next, she translated the images into new physical material expressions, she literally cooked up from bio-
ingredients that she mixed to form bioplastics. Finally, the images come to life through AR, revealing what 
new skins can mean for our identity.The translation from materials to images, going back and forth results 
in an ongoing investigation of the perception of skin and identity. Each time Paulina dives deeper, pushing 
towards unfamiliar territories. The blend of physical material experiments and innovative digital techniques 
makes Paulina’s research unique. 

Pragya Jain - Miscellaneous Modes
“Miscellaneous Modes” is an optical investigation through the lens of a designer, in order to emphasise 
the convergence of art and science. The work is developed by exploring the a� ordances of scientific 
instruments through an artistic approach. This optical investigation delineates the convergence of art, 
design, and science, materialising scientific theory through an artistic approach; by conducting material 
research with lenses (glass) and lasers (monochromatic light), and by devising interactive media design 
as the tool to create tangible representations of theory. “Miscellaneous Modes” investigates the subliminal 
and seemingly distant relationship between art and science disciplines. The work aims to evoke eureka 
moments and spark further inquiry into innovative research directions, exemplifying the harmonious 
intersection and sharing of knowledge(s).

Rink Schelling - Muddy Collection
In The Muddy collection Rink explores the possibilities of unfiltered clay. Designers, ceramists, and other 
makers try to find a way to bring the unpredictability of nature in their work. However, since the clay from 
the store is so industrialized, we lose touch with the origin of the material clay. This project is a statement 
against the smoothness of filtered clay and its predictability, as well as research into what unfiltered clay 
can add to the ceramic process. 

Rink wins clay from various locations in Zeeland. Intuitively she shapes the clay, resulting in asymmetric 
and rough shapes. Rink uses di� erent techniques such as hand throwing and hand building. 

Every branch, leaf, and root influence the process and outcome. Surprising things happen in the firing 
process, organic material burns away and leaves its traces. Di� erent oxides in the clay give the clay colour.

This material research led to a collection of organic shaped ceramic objects. Rink’s aim is to bring together 
craft, design, and nature; she lets the material lead the process of making.
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Stella Shi - Formation of a New Order: Story of Pass-Permit
The project Formation of a New Order started around the beginning of 2020, the same time when corona 
virus’s first outbreak took place in China. Before any invention of e� ective vaccination, what the Chinese 
society was primarily doing was to take control and prevent further infections spreading among public, 
among which quarantines and curfews took place. One of the many “new” phenomena that emerged along 
is the form of a paper permit. This permit was a symbolic tool that served to set rules for people who lives 
in gated communities (the most common urban dwelling form in China) for their daily mobility in the unit 
of each household. Behind all thing, this permit is a powerful, congregated symbol that represented a large-
scale social disorder, an emerging urban spirit and a disrupted lifestyle caused by an epidemic which soon 
later hit other parts of the world. As a graphic designer and data designer, I documented these permits, for 
their visual value to be kept for future generations and their symbolic values which are worth remembering.

10.15 Samboleap Tol | A broken heart for a soulful lament (in the key of reckoning and rejoicing)
10.45 Lorenzo Gerbi | Indisciplined by Learning

11.15 Break

11.30 Dachen Bao | Synecdoche, Chongqing
12.00 Floor van Meeuwen | Sobremesa

12.30-13.30 Lunch

13.30 Bas Kortmann | PULSE
14.00 Agnes Tatzber | Past Petrol Present
14.45 Closing

17.15 Announcement winner

15.00-16.30 
Aymeric Mansoux - THIS IS FINE.
Invite-only, secret location under the volcano.

It should not come as a surprise that discussions around environmental issues, ecology, biodiversity 
and climate justice are becoming more and more present within WdKA. At the moment however these 
discussions remain isolated from each other. This currently prevents a more wide-spread and thorough 
engagement across the majors, minors, stations, practices and di� erent bachelor and master initiatives. 
We are a small group thinking that it is time that we start talking to each other to consolidate works and 
research done on these matters. THIS IS FINE will take advantage of the Research Festival to gather 
representatives of such of these initiatives, and investigate how this consolidation can materialise. This 
session is invite-only, but if you have not hear from us yet and believe that your work and research have 
been overlooked while we tried to map like-minded initiatives, then first of all, apologies, and second, 
please get in touch with us!  a.van.meer@hr.nl and a.l.mansoux@hr.nl

Presentations by nominees (graduates 2022) from Piet Zwart Institute, 
the international Master programmes of the Willem de Kooning Academy 
(10.15 – 14.30) - WH.4.115
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